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These teaching ideas accompany the article *Plastic waste*. Download this article and all of these teaching ideas and resources from: rsc.li/2MZkp8Y

Polymer chemistry is a core chemistry topic for that applies prior knowledge of key concepts such as bonding and basic organic chemistry. Recent syllabus changes have added challenge to this area. Using this article in class capitalises on the considerable attention plastic waste has gained in popular media. This article adds a new dimension to ideas about recycling and life-cycle assessments. The mention of enzymes to tackle the polymer waste problem means this is a useful cross-curricular article, showing how cutting-edge science is often interdisciplinary. This article could be used in both chemistry and biology lessons.

**Polydensity bottle**
Hands-on density and recycling reasoning activity, ages 11–14.

This activity uses a simple demonstration piece to stimulate scientific thinking. Pupils make observations of bottles containing beads and liquids of different densities in various states and use these to draw conclusions and then apply these to the real world context of separating mixed plastics. Download the teacher instructions and student worksheet from the *Education in Chemistry* website: rsc.li/2MZkp8Y.

**Background**
Mixtures of polymers are troublesome for recycling. Householders are not keen to separate their recyclable materials beyond simple classifications like metals, glass and plastic.

Polydensity bottles are highly interactive demonstration pieces. You can use them to help students use scientific thinking to draw conclusions about density and to apply this to real world contexts such as separating mixed polymer waste.

**Making the bottles**
Different sizes can be made according to the needs of your class. Once they have been made they will last for many years so can be used time and time again.

For each polydensity bottle you will need:
- A clean 100–1000 cm³ plastic bottle with a secure cap
- c. 100 pony beads in one colour
- c. 100 perler or hama beads in another colour
- Distilled water (enough to fill half the bottle)
- 91% isopropyl alcohol (enough to fill half the bottle)
- Salt (sodium chloride free from impurities eg pickling salt)
- Measuring cup
- Weighing scales
- Pouring funnel
- Spoon

1. Measure out the distilled water.
2. Add 28g sodium chloride per 125 cm³ of distilled water, and stir until dissolved.
3. Pour the salt water into the bottle until it is about 40% full.
4. Pour an equal volume of 91% isopropyl alcohol into the bottle until the bottle is 80–90% full.
5. Seal the bottle, and invert to mix the two liquids, then let them rest and separate.
6. Open the bottle and add pony beads until there is a 1 cm thick layer of beads where the two liquids meet.
7. Add perler beads until there is a layer the same thickness as the layer of pony beads.
8. Seal the bottle.

This guide to mystery bead bottles also contains detailed instructions and a video.

Using the bottles
Students gently shake the bottle then let it rest. The pony beads sink and the perler beads float to the top. After a few seconds, the pony beads rise and the perler beads sink until they meet at the middle.

Solutions to the student questions

1. Look at your first sketch, state the order of density of the four components of the bottle
   Most dense → least dense: brine > pony beads > hama/perler beads > isopropyl alcohol

2. When the bottle contents are mixed and the bottle set down (step three), there are five components in the bottle. What is the new component?
   The new component is a mixture of isopropyl alcohol and brine.

3. State the order of density of the five components present at step three.
   Most dense → least dense: brine > pony beads > mixture > hama/perler beads > isopropyl alcohol

4. Why does the new component gradually disappear?
   The brine and isopropyl alcohol are immiscible. The mixture is a temporary suspension and the brine and isopropyl alcohol quickly separate.

5. When we recycle we mix together many different types of polymers in our ‘plastics’ recycling bin. Using the concepts you have worked with in this exercise, discuss how density could be used to help separate mixed plastic waste.
   Responses to this will vary. In general, ideas about using different liquids and solutions in which some polymers sink and others float in order to separate particular polymers are along the right lines. Discussion about cutting the polymer samples to the same size is also important.

More recommended resources

- This challenge has pupils develop a product easily made from recycled plastic.
- The ‘Polymers in everyday things’ chapter from Inspirational chemistry contains information sheets, experiments and teaching resources.
- A practical activity investigating plastics and green chemistry, suitable as an outreach or science day activity.
- The Starters for 10 polymer chapter includes worksheets and practice questions.
- This online materials chemistry CPD course includes plastics.